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At Alto, your ride is our obsession. With new cars, professional employee drivers, and an elegant app

that puts you in control, Alto is creating a new standard for on-demand rides.

Control your ride’s music, lighting, or set your driver to “do not disturb mode,” all from the touch of your

app. With Alto, you drive everything, except the car!
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Betty Ward Barkdoll

March 31, 2020 1

Marvelous, pleasant, comfortable, and relaxing. Let's just say, price wise, most de�nitely get

what you pay for. You wont �nd a better ride than this. Uber nor Lyft could hold a candle to

this Incredible service.
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Chris Manning

February 12, 2020 5

App has no information about pricing on memberships and it does not tell you how much

the ride is. Very confusing and uninformative.

Anthony Tobianski

June 11, 2019 5

This rating is entirely based on the user interface. I'm visually impaired and �nd that virtually

all components are quit small and di�cult to see. There's a small label that prompts you to

input the pickup location into a relatively tiny �eld. There are very small icon on each side at

the botto...

Megan Baldwin

December 2, 2019 5

**this review is solely based on the app experience!** I heard great things about this service

and was excited to use it, but they only accept credit cards, not debit cards. I will never use

this app as long as this is their rule.
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WHAT'S NEW

This version of the app makes it easier to request a delivery through the Alto app and �xes several

bugs.
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